Social networks are the basis of all interactions among its participants (usually people), which happen in the process of transmitting information. Lately this term is becoming more and more popular, but hardly anyone can really imagine how much it surrounds us. Social type networks are represented by means of graphs and node connections, which reflect real cooperation. It is necessary to conduct the detailed network analysis, evaluate the results by all specified standards and separate the most important nodes for ranking them in these networks. Existing ranking algorithms mainly evaluate everything in general, which does not allow to clearly recognise the consequence of nodes inter se. In the given article we provide the analysis of work educts of well-known node ranking algorithms (HITS, PageRank) and compare obtained data with expert network evaluation. Big amount of nodal connections in social networks and their various configuration in most cases do not allow to use the base type ranking algorithms, since the neglect of seemingly irrelevant connections induces false results. The base type algorithm HITS was adjusted for efficiency of the quasiheirarchic networks research. It allows to perform analysis and node ranking based on specified criteria (the amount of input and output connections inter se), which corresponds with the results of expert evaluation. It is displayed, that in some cases the received method offers corresponding with real social relations between subjects insights, and exponents of node authorships -with previously provided social roles. Received algorithm allows to evaluate and educe the most relevant nodes in social character networks. It can be used in various spheres, where social networks are formed. K e ywor d s : quasiheirarchic social character networks; network subjects; ranking algorithm; HITS method; PageRank method; node ranking; F-measure; expert evaluation.
Introduction
Nowadays, when social networks are not just a composite of society, but have rather big influence on it, we should clearly understand all possible effluent risks and be ready for serious consequences in case of negligent attitude to this situation. Term "social networks" refers not only to online social networks, which are used as means of communication, but all connections, which happen among people (social subjects) for transferring information. It should also be noted that the network of social character is the network, nodes of which are social subjects, and connections are contacts, which are followed by information exchange among them. Defining the quasihierarchic network, one should consider the network close to hierarchic one with its hierarchy being violated with a small amount of additional connections.
Work objective. The objective of this work is the description and research of node ranking algorithm efficiency of quasihierarchic social networks, which is based on HITS algorithm modification as compared to other node ranking network algorithms.
Analysis of recent researches and publications. The research of social networks, definition of their organisation and value, analysis of the impact process on them are actively going on in the global IT sphere. Analysis of the mechanisms, which allow to control networks and conduct the necessary manipulations amidst informational intrusion of what is advisable for manipulator, starting with selling unnecessary goods and ending with cyberwars. Social network analysis process is very bothersome, as the wrong action can lead to an unexpected result or, in the worst case scenario, to the loss of control over this network.
Exposition of basic research material
By the social character network ranking one should understand the nodes (social subjects) seriation process on the certain grounds, which allows to define the set nodes decisiveness inter se.
For visual display, this network is introduced by vectored graph, in which nodes are represented by subject tokens (social networks profile pages, phone numbers, electronic addresses), and connections between them are directed by links.
For mathematical representation such graph is displayed in the form of nodes adjacency matrix, and the value in this matrix box reflects the number of directed links.
According to HITS algorithm, two exponents are calculated for every network node:
-mediation index (hub); -authorship index (auth); The mediation index hub of A i node of A j network, which consists of n nodes equals nodes authorship vertical sum, which it refers to: Presented formulas assign auxiliary iterated calculation algorithm of mediation and authorship indexes for all network nodes. Talking about more complex networks (scale-free networks) with the number of nodes being over 1000 (big organisations, etc.) the assumption about the social subjects, who serve as different ranks executives, is almost impossible without special operation algorithms [1] .
Such characteristics as nodes degree distribution, which is defined as the probability of a node having a degree (node degree is the number of links connected to this node), resides in scale-free networks. It is a node degree exponential distribution network that is called scale-free, being most often observed in real life large networks [7] .
It should be noted that the amount of connections in QSCN equals the amount of nodes. Given statement can be represented in the following mathematical view:
where N i -the amount of connections in the network; N j -the amount of nodes in the network.
If examining QSCN one can observe clear (also plausible) one way link, it is undoubtedly which node in the pair has bigger rank.
In these networks 3 main kinds of relationships for a node pair are observed:
-leader -subordinate; -equal rank nodes; -the lower rank nodes have direct connection with the higher rank nodes.
When subject A directs subject B in social character network, it is offered to consider it as overall ratio weight, one of criteria of which is time index.
It is necessary to mention that a leader chaotically contacts a subordinate in case of problem statement necessity. Therefore a subordinate, with definite consistent periodicity, answers to a leader for outgoing order execution.
While estimating the nodes amount characteristics, the following fact takes place: a leader contacts a subordinate more often meaning that the significance of outgoing communication from a leader must exceed the incoming communication significance. [1] It should be noted, that we examine only integrated and most widespread contact pattern between a leader and a subordinate. In real work this pattern can be completed with other specific characteristics, which will increase the efficiency of weight evaluation of node pair contacts. [6] Sometimes it happens that a lower rank worker helps (during the work process) a worker of higher rank or a high rank executive gives an order to a worker of much lower hierarchy level. Such situations can lead to appearance of non-hierarchic connections in such type of network. These cases are rare, so we consider a network as quasihierarchic one. Meanwhile, using basic HITS algorithm for node ranking in the above-stated network can have little result, as even a weak and insignificant connection (disregarding its weight) can have a big influence on nodes portability and authorship indexes [4] .
For node ranking in the social character networks we can use PageRank algorithms:
where PR(A) -PageRank weight for page A; ddamping index; PR(T i ) -PageRank weight for a page, which indicates page A; C(T i ) -number of links from this page; n -pages, which refer to page A.
Exposition of main results
For mathematical realisation of iterative node ranking conception it should be noted that the most influential subject in the network is the one having the biggest amount of outgoing connections with other network subjects.
For demonstration and evaluation of node ranking efficiency represented on Fig. 1 , let us examine the QSCN consisting of 13 subjects with knowingly spaced certain connections, use the above-stated methods and compare the received results. When ranking the network with HITS algorithm, we ultimately receive two parameters: authorship and mediation indexes, which do not allow us to rank the network upon 2 criteria simultaneously. In order to solve this issue it is necessary to use metrics combining the information about authorship and mediation indexes of our algorithm. Let us use F-measure as such metrics:
where F(A i )-F-measure of A j node of the network; hub A i -mediation index; auth A i -authorship index. After analysing the received network ranking results according to Table 1 , it is much in evidence, that authorship and mediation indexes are equal. It is due to feedback between nodes being observed in QSCN and basic HITS algorithm not providing the necessary results of ranking such networks. Also, comparing the work results of HITS and PageRank algorithms with given expert evaluation we can claim that the above-mentioned algorithms in their basic state are not effective for node ranking in QSCN.
PageRank index considers only incoming links and does not separate such concept as mediator. It severely influences the general result, as modest network connections can cardinally change it.
It is offered to use HITS algorithm for method adaptation and consider edges weight when calculating every network nodes index.
To trace the efficiency of the above-mentioned statement, let us modify the HITS algorithm formulas using the multiplying by connections weight between nodes, resulting in: 2  2  2  2  1  10  10  10  10  3  3  5  5  5  8  5  8  8  8  5  8  3  3  3  10  6  11  11  11  11  11  1  1  1  9  9  9  9  9  12  12  12  12  12  4  7  6  6  6  13  4  13  13  13  6  13  4  4  4  7  1  7  7  7   Table 2 . Results of network nodes ranking with modified HITS algorithm and experts evaluation HITS Expert evaluation (№ Node) Auth (№ Node) Hub (№ Node) F (№ Node) 2  2  1  1  1  1  2  2  3  3  3  3  8  8  5  8  5  5  8  5  10  10  10  10  11  4  4  4  9  11  9  11  12  13  11  9  4  12  12  12  13  9  6  13  6  6  13  6  7  7  7  7 After the evaluation of the received work results of modified HITS algorithm according to Table 2 with experts evaluation data, we can claim that in general they are similar, but they do have irregularities. That is why the modified HITS method is ineffective during the general evaluation in QSCN. For detailed network evaluation it is necessary to analyse the received authorship and mediation results with expert evaluation data, as even insignificant connections can severely influence the ranking results and determining the most significant network nodes.
As weight definitions disposal irregularity can influence the results fidelity, their values must be decreased by multiplying them on some steadily increasing function, which is less steep that a linear one. In the context of the offered algorithm, we will use the modified HITS algorithm as such function. Then we will modify the formulas by multiplying them on hyperbolic logarithm of connections weight between nodes. The result is as follows:
where auth A j -authorship index of node A j of the network; hub A i -mediation index of node A j ; E ijconnections weight between nodes A i and A j . For work efficiency evaluation of the received algorithm and the check concerning another parameter we will use degree of 1/3 of connections weight in the first case and hyperbolic logarithm in the other in modified auth A j and hub A j formulas and check their work results on QSCN.
During the research process of the received results set out in Table 3 of modified algorithm, we can observe considerable discrepancy in calculated values.
It is determined that, when using hyperbolic algorithm of connections weight in nodes, modified method provides the results, which correspond with the real social relations, while the authorship index showed the hierarchic subject dependence in the network. It should be noted that given modified algorithm with the value of connections weight hyperbolic logarithm was used for the research of 20 different quasihierarchic networks, and the received values results represented set facts.
Conclusions
The notion of the quasihierarchic social character networks is introduced and connections character in such networks is researched in this work.
The efficiency research of basic and modified HITS algorithms for node ranking of quasihierarchic social character networks was conducted in comparison to PageRank algorithm in the given network.
When used practically, it is shown that modified algorithm provides results corresponding with real social relations, and nodes authorship indexes -their hierarchic importance inter se.
The received algorithm was used for research of 20 different social networks and, in the process of work, showed pretty exact results, which represented set facts.
Modified HITS algorithm is effective for social network research in the process of cyberwar and for network node ranking in general.
